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Author's response to reviews:

To Format Service

Dear Format Service People

Thank you so very much for the work that you have done on my behalf. I really appreciate it. Professor G. Lalazissis, native English speaker, proofread the manuscript in all details once again, has made all minute corrections, and the text is now error-proof. Personally, I checked and double checked the numbers and figures, and all typos. I reversed Figure 6 with Figure 7 without changing the format.

I kindly ask that the following correction be made:

In Figure 3, by mistake, in all diagrams there is a wrong legend that reads: R-sq linear…..(value).

This is a regression adjustment from a very old version of the statistical package that was finally not adopted by our methodology and it may be proven confusing. Consequently, I ask, and hope it is not a burden on you, that this legend appearing four times be erased given that the specific format was handled by you. I'm afraid that correcting it myself would be on a different format and that is totally undesirable.

Finally, after considerable deliberation Dr G. Spyropoulou has decided that her middle initial appear as Ch (father's name) instead of A.( second christened name) as it is now corrected.

Closing, I want to stress that I truly feel grateful for your valuable assistance.

Best Regards

V. Carayanni